The ubiquity of sexual reproduction despite its cost has lead to an extensive body of research on the evolution and maintenance of sexual reproduction. Previous work has suggested that sexual reproduction can substantially speed up the rate of adaptation in diploid populations, because sexual populations are able to produce the fittest homozygous genotype by segregation and mating of heterozygous individuals. In contrast, asexual populations must wait for two rare mutational events, one producing a heterozygous carrier and the second converting a heterozygous to a homozygous carrier, before a beneficial mutation can become fixed. By avoiding this additional waiting time, it was shown that the benefits of segregation could overcome a twofold cost of sex. This previous result ignores mitotic recombination (MR), however. Here, we show that MR significantly hastens the spread of beneficial mutations in asexual populations. Indeed, given empirical data on MR, we find that adaptation in asexual populations proceeds as fast as that in sexual populations, especially when beneficial alleles are partially recessive. We conclude that asexual populations can gain most of the benefit of segregation through MR while avoiding the costs associated with sexual reproduction.
INTRODUCTION
Most eukaryotes are facultatively or obligately sexual (Bell 1982; Chasnov 2000) , and many prokaryotes are also capable of genetic exchange through conjugation, transduction and transformation (Redfield 2001; Xu 2004 ). This observation is puzzling, however, considering the substantial costs of sexual reproduction. Sexual individuals contribute only half as many genes to each offspring as do asexual individuals, a disadvantage known as the twofold cost of meiosis. Furthermore, sexual organisms need to expend the time and energy to find and court a mate, and they risk disease transmission and predation during mating. Considering the high costs of sex, its ubiquity is one of the most studied and intriguing problems in evolutionary biology (Bell 1982; Barton & Charlesworth 1998; Otto & Lenormand 2002) .
Individuals that survive to reproductive age have combinations of genes that function in the current environment. By breaking apart these gene combinations, parents that reproduce sexually also risk producing less-fit offspring. There are, however, certain circumstances under which genetic mixing can increase the fitness of an individual's descendants. Kirkpatrick & Jenkins (1989) identified one such circumstance. When a beneficial allele (A) appears by mutation within an asexual diploid population carrying the resident allele (a), the beneficial allele will rise in frequency and fix in the heterozygous state (Aa) until a second mutation converts the allele on the homologous chromosome from a to A. In this case, sexual reproduction can bring together beneficial alleles carried by different chromosomes into the same individual, creating the AA homozygote via segregation and union of gametes. They showed that after waiting for the appearance of a beneficial mutation (first time lag, T 1 ), the frequency of the beneficial allele increases and approaches fixation at a rate determined by the selection coefficient and population size in sexual populations (figure 1a). In asexual populations, however, there is also a second time lag (T 2 ), during which the population is fixed at the heterozygous stage (figure 1b). Based on Kirkpatrick & Jenkins' (1989) model, the benefits of segregation alone can overcome a twofold cost of sexual reproduction by eliminating the second time lag, as long as the number of loci witnessing beneficial mutations is sufficiently large. Several additional studies have examined the advantages of segregation in other settings, for example, asking how segregation affects genetic load (Chasnov 2000; Agrawal & Chasnov 2001 ), Muller's ratchet (Antezana & Hudson 1997a,b) , Red Queen dynamics (Galvani et al. 2003; Agrawal & Otto 2006 ) and the spread of modifier alleles altering the frequency of sex (Uyenoyama & Bengtsson 1989; Antezana & Hudson 1997b; Dolgin & Otto 2003; Otto 2003) . Here, we return to Kirkpatrick & Jenkins' (1989) original question: how does sex with the attendant segregation of chromosomes affect the rate of adaptation?
The analysis of Kirkpatrick & Jenkins (1989) assumes that the only mechanisms generating homozygotes are mutation and sex. Although generally ignored in population genetic models, mitotic recombination (MR) could potentially have a large influence on the evolution of diploid asexual populations. In both yeast and vertebrate cells, MR has been shown to be an important mechanism for the repair of double strand breaks and other DNA replication errors via homologous recombination ( Tischfield 1997; Aguilera et al. 2000; Prado et al. 2003) .
By generating homozygotes from heterozygotes (figure 2), MR could also hasten the spread of beneficial alleles within asexual populations.
Using a one-locus diploid model, we investigate the effect of MR on the spread of beneficial alleles. We show that MR occurring at rates consistent with existing data has a substantial effect on the speed of adaptation of asexual populations. Ignoring MR greatly exaggerates the fitness benefits of sexual reproduction.
(a) Mitotic recombination rates Since the centromere acts as an anchor point ensuring that sister chromatids attach to spindles and separate properly during mitosis, the further a locus is from the centromere, the more probable it is to recombine away from the attachment point of the spindles and exhibit a loss of heterozygosity ( Yuan & Keil 1990; Burke et al. 2000) . Factors such as presence of hot and cold spots of recombination and chromatin structure are also thought to influence the rate of MR (Aguilera et al. 2000) .
Most of the data regarding MR rates are based on studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (table 1). The data exhibit a nearly linear relationship between the rate of MR and distance to the centromere (figure 3). Since the average distance to the centromere is approximately 224 kb in S. cerevisiae (based on the length and centromere position of each chromosome; Saccharomyces genome database: http://www.yeastgenome.org), the regression predicts an average rate of MR of approximately 0.8!10
K4 per cell per generation in S. cerevisiae.
MODEL
We develop a population genetic model to study the impact of such levels of MR on the spread of a beneficial allele in diploid asexual and sexual populations. We assume a finite diploid population of N unicellular individuals with nonoverlapping generations. We measure the rate of adaptation in sexual versus asexual populations that are in isolation of one another (see Wiener et al. (1992) for a study that considers the advantages of segregation in directly competing sexual and asexual populations). We focus on selection at a single locus, where a is the resident allele and A is an invading beneficial allele. The three different genotypes aa, Aa and AA occur in frequencies P aa , P Aa and P AA and have fitness values of 1, 1Chs and 1Cs, respectively, where s is the selective coefficient of allele A (sO0) and h is the dominance coefficient (0!h!1). Each generation, allele a mutates to A at a rate m. Back mutations from A to a slow the spread of allele A, but this effect is negligible until allele A is nearly fixed (assuming that the mutation rate is small relative to the strength of selection). We thus ignore back mutations. In heterozygous asexuals, MR generates homozygotes at rate r, half of which are aa and half AA (figure 2). In sexuals, we assume random mating among gametes. The excess homozygosity generated by MR within the sexual population is immediately destroyed by segregation and syngamy and can be ignored. Using the life cycles shown in figure 4, recursion equations describing the change in genotype frequency were developed.
In the electronic supplementary material, these recursion equations are used to derive the total waiting time until fixation of a beneficial allele A that is initially absent within an asexual (T asexual ) or sexual population (T sexual ). These equations can be used to explore the influence of varying parameters on the waiting times. For example, we graphically explored the sensitivity of the waiting time to changes in population size and dominance coefficients across a range of parameters: N varied from 10 4 to 10 8 , r varied from 10 K10 to 10
K4
, h varied from 0.01 to 0.99, s varied from 0.01 to 0.1, and m set such that mutations were either rare within the population, NmZ1/10, or plentiful, NmZ10 (figures available upon request). In both asexual and sexual populations, increasing the population size tends to shorten the waiting times when new genotypes are rarely produced (Nm/0 and Nr/0), because larger populations produce more mutants and recombinants. Conversely, increasing the population size lengthens the waiting times when mutations are plentiful, because it takes longer for rare alleles to reach high frequency in large populations. The waiting times are typically shortest when dominance levels are intermediate; with low or high values of h, the beneficial allele spreads slowly when it is rare or when it is common, respectively, and the overall waiting times are prolonged. Furthermore, it is possible to show analytically that, as expected, increasing the rate of MR in asexual populations always decreases the waiting time until fixation of A (dT asexual /dr!0).
We next ask how much MR is needed to reduce the lag experienced by asexual populations by a factor c, by solving the following equation for r: 
Spread of a beneficial mutation in a diploid (a) sexual and (b) asexual population as a function of time. T 1 and T 2 are the first and second time lags, respectively. T Aa and T AA are the times to fixation of the heterozygotes (Aa) and homozygotes (AA) within an asexual population after these genotypes appear and survive stochastic loss while rare. T A is the time to fixation of the A allele in a sexual population, assuming that the allele has survived stochastic loss.
single copy of allele a remains in the population, we find that the rate of MR must be greater than: where we have kept only leading order terms. Equation (2.2) exhibits two regimes. When the population size is small and/or the mutation rate is low (Nm less than approximately 1/100), the appearance of mutations limits the rate of adaptation, and equation (2.2) approaches r c Z2m(1Kc)/c. In this regime, the advantage of sex is halved (cZ0.5) by a MR rate that is twice the mutation rate. The advantage of sex is even more dramatically reduced by higher rates of MR (e.g. a MR rate that is 100 times the mutation rate reduces the advantage of sex to only 2% of its value when MR is absent). In the second regime (NmO1/100), waiting times are shorter and depend less on the mode of reproduction, so that MR has to be more prevalent to have a major impact. Even then, MR halves the advantage of sexual reproduction when hZ1/2 as long as r is greater than w ffiffiffiffi ffi ms p .
In summary, when the waiting time to fix beneficial alleles is long, MR dramatically reduces the advantage of sexual reproduction. When the waiting time is short, MR has a more modest effect, but then there is little difference between sexuals and asexuals in the speed of adaptation.
(a) Stochastic simulations To test the accuracy of these results, we used the Wright-Fisher model to perform stochastic simulations of the recursions in figure 4 . Specifically, MATHEMATICA ( Wolfram 1991 ) was used to sample with replacement N individuals from the genotypic frequencies of offspring expected from the parental generation (figure 4), after which point all parents died. The population was initially fixed for the aa genotype, and the frequency of We count only those mitotic recombination events resulting in loss of heterozygosity (top half ), which occur at rate r. the beneficial allele A was measured as a function of time until it reached a frequency R0.99, at which point the allele was considered fixed. The time until fixation was averaged over 2000 replicate simulations.
The parameters used in the simulations were mZ10 
RESULTS
Mitotic recombination dramatically reduces the time to fix beneficial alleles within an asexual population, while having no influence on the fixation time in a sexual population that is unicellular and randomly mating. Based on the stochastic simulations, figure 5 shows the average time that it took for the A allele to reach a given frequency. As expected from our analysis, the fixation times for sexual (dashed) and asexual (solid) populations are similar when MR is much more common than mutation (MR rates of 10 K5 per cell per generation or higher compared to the mutation rate of 10 K7 ). Conversely, MR had a negligible influence when it occurred at a frequency much lower than the mutation rate (the fixation times with MR rates of 10
K8
, 10 K9 and 0 were not significantly different in the asexual populations). Figure 6 compares the average time to fixation observed in simulations to the time predicted by the electronic supplementary material equations (A 14) and (A 15). In general, the fixation times are in very close agreement. Within the asexual populations, a small discrepancy arises for high MR rates because the AA genotype tends to appear while Aa is still reasonably rare, making electronic supplementary material equation (A 4) an inaccurate measure of the fitness advantage of AA when it first appears. A more accurate approximation can be made by replacing electronic supplementary material equation (A 4) with the fitness of AA relative to the mean fitness in the population at the time when the first successful AA appears (available upon request). Figure 7 explores the influence of dominance on the average fixation time. When beneficial alleles are partially recessive (h!1/2), the first time lag becomes substantially longer, because the beneficial allele is more likely to be lost by chance after it first appears. Conversely, the second time lag becomes shorter, because AA individuals are much fitter than Aa individuals for partially recessive beneficial alleles, increasing the probability of establishment of the AA genotype. Since selection reduces the second time lag for partially recessive mutations, there is less of a difference between the fixation times of asexual and sexual populations, regardless of the rate of MR (figure 7a). For partially dominant beneficial mutations, these conclusions are reversed. The second time lag becomes disproportionately longer than the first time lag, and asexual populations evolve at a much slower rate when MR rates are low. Once again, however, the rates at which asexual and sexual populations fix adaptive alleles converge as MR rates approach the average level observed in yeast (approx. 10 K4 per cell per generation). Interestingly, for very high rates of MR, figure 7a suggests that asexual populations might adapt even faster than sexual populations. This occurs because the homozygous genotype, AA, is generated early on in the process and selection acts most efficiently on the homozygotes, whose fitness difference is greatest. Indeed, once the rate of MR, r, approaches the selective advantage of heterozygotes, hs, MR makes it even more likely that the A allele will become established when it first appears, raising the probability of fixation above 2hs (because AA individuals are produced by MR while the A allele is still rare and are preserved by asexual reproduction). Consequently, high rates of MR reduce the first time lag, T 1 , until the first successful mutation appears and establishes within the population. That asexuals could adapt faster than sexuals was confirmed by simulations with rZ10 K2 (other parameters: mZ10 K7 , NZ10 5 , sZ0.1, hZ0.1, 0.5, 0.9).
DISCUSSION
Using a one-locus diploid model, we find that mitotic recombination significantly speeds up the spread of beneficial mutations within asexual populations. MR in asexuals acts in a similar manner to chromosomal segregation and mating during sexual reproduction, in that beneficial alleles initially present on only one homologous chromosome can be passed to both of the homologous chromosomes of an offspring. By increasing homozygosity, MR acts to improve the efficiency of selection within asexual populations subject to directional selection. The same is true of deleterious alleles, which can then be purged by selection.
Both the approximate analytical results and the stochastic simulations predict that the time to fixation of a beneficial allele will be similar in sexuals and asexuals once MR rates rise much above the mutation rate (mZ10 K7 in the simulations). Given data from S. cerevisiae suggesting an average MR rate of approximately 0.8!10 K4 per cell per generation, our results indicate that the stochastic lag experienced by asexual populations due to the requirement that both heterozygous and homozygous individuals must be produced is negligible. Whether such rates of MR are typical in other species remains to be seen. High rates of MR (ranging from 10 K5 per cell per generation for markers near a centromere to 10 K2 for distal markers) have also been observed in the asexual fungus Aspergillus niger (Debets et al. 1993) . Data from animals further suggest that MR rates per individual generation are in line with these estimates from fungi. A recent analysis of microsatellite loci in asexual Daphnia (Omilian et al. 2006) observed high rates of loss of heterozygosity (1.2!10 K4 per generation, on average). In fibroblast cells sampled from the ears of adult mice that were initially heterozygous at the Aprt locus, the median frequency of one type of homozygote was 1.2!10 K4 ; in 80% of cases examined, this loss of heterozygosity was due to MR (Holt et al. 1999) . Similarly, among leukocytes sampled from adult humans, the median frequency of either type of homozygote at the HLA-A locus was 5.8!10
K6 (Shao et al. 1999) . Contributing to the difference between these two frequencies, Aprt lies further from its centromere (125MB) than HLA-A (30MB) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). These estimates suggest that the probability that a heterozygous zygote produces a homozygous cell at the end of development is of the order needed to hasten the spread and fixation of beneficial alleles within asexual populations.
In conclusion, current data suggest that MR occurs frequently enough to be an important factor in the spread of beneficial alleles in asexuals. The contribution of MR has been neglected in most previous population genetic models of asexuals (for an exception, see Krafzig et al. (1993) , who consider the equilibrium between MR and mutation or heterozygous advantage). Here, we have taken the first step towards a theory of adaptation in asexuals that accounts for this important phenomenon. Our analysis indicates that, owing to MR, diploid asexuals are not likely to experience a substantial lag between the appearance of a beneficial mutation in a heterozygote and the production of a mutant homozygote. MR might thus facilitate the persistence of diploid asexuals. (MR does not, however, allow alleles carried by different individuals to be mixed, another problem faced by asexuals ; Bell 1982; Barton & Charlesworth 1998; Otto & Lenormand 2002) . In future studies, it would be interesting to measure MR rates across a range of organisms with different reproductive modes and investigate if higher MR rates occur among organisms that are predominantly asexual.
